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SEND YOUR FIRST VOTE OFF TODAY!

Here's all you do to vote: Fill in each of the sections on the form, with your fav. star. Fill in your name and other details, and send to Pop Poll, 2 Charnwood Cres., St. Iilda, 3182, Vic.

There is no limit to the number of votes per person, as long as EVERY vote is on the official Go-Set voting coupon. There is no need to write a letter, just pop your coupon in an envelope.

TELL THE WORLD YOUR FAVES!

HERE IS YOUR VOTING COUPON

AUSTRALIAN TOP 15

5 Sky

1. Love Is Blue
2. Lady Madonna
3. I Can't Help Myself
4. Back to You
5. The Love You Save

Adelaide

1. Love Is Blue
2. Lady Madonna
3. I Can't Help Myself
4. Back to You
5. The Love You Save

Perth

1. Love Is Blue
2. Lady Madonna
3. I Can't Help Myself
4. Back to You
5. The Love You Save

Melbourne

1. Love Is Blue
2. Lady Madonna
3. I Can't Help Myself
4. Back to You
5. The Love You Save

Sydney

1. Love Is Blue
2. Lady Madonna
3. I Can't Help Myself
4. Back to You
5. The Love You Save

Adelaide

1. Love Is Blue
2. Lady Madonna
3. I Can't Help Myself
4. Back to You
5. The Love You Save

Perth

1. Love Is Blue
2. Lady Madonna
3. I Can't Help Myself
4. Back to You
5. The Love You Save

Melbourne

1. Love Is Blue
2. Lady Madonna
3. I Can't Help Myself
4. Back to You
5. The Love You Save

Sydney

1. Love Is Blue
2. Lady Madonna
3. I Can't Help Myself
4. Back to You
5. The Love You Save

Send your first vote off today!

Tell the world your faves!

Go-Set National Top 40

BROWN-EYED HANDSOME JAM

The Brown-Eyed Handsome Jam have been together for two years and have a good following at all the big dances in the western suburbs.

Three members of the group are professional and if everything goes well you will be hearing these guys on record shortly.

JIM McWEEN

Lead singer and harmonica player, most loved singer of the group.

Height: 6 ft
Weight: 180 lbs

PETER BLEAZZY

Harmonica vocalist and most commercial member of the group.

Date of Birth: 5/4/66
Height: 6 ft
Weight: 180 lbs

PERCY GRIFFITHS

Guitar player and leader, biggest member.

Date of Birth: 12/1/47
Height: 6 ft
Weight: 180 lbs

GEORGE SHERER

Lead guitarist and most dedicated musician, has been the mainstay of the group since the beginning.

Date of Birth: 2-8-67
Height: 6 ft
Weight: 180 lbs

WAYNE FORD

Bassist and most versatile member, extremely flexible with drink mix.

Height: 6 ft
Weight: 180 lbs

GOGO SAGAN

Guitarist and harmonica player, always ready with a smile.

Height: 6 ft
Weight: 180 lbs

GOGO MASTERS

Leader and mainstay of the group.

Height: 6 ft
Weight: 180 lbs

STW 9

1. Love Is Blue
2. Lady Madonna
3. I Can't Help Myself
4. Back to You
5. The Love You Save

STW 10

1. Love Is Blue
2. Lady Madonna
3. I Can't Help Myself
4. Back to You
5. The Love You Save
MIKE NESMITH BLASTS MONKEES!!

Mike Nesmith, the lead Vocal Monkee, has a lot to say about the group's image. He believes that the Monkees are not given enough credit for their musical talent. Nesmith, who also plays guitar in the band, says, "We're tired of being pigeonholed as a pop group. We want to be taken seriously as musicians." He adds that the band's image of being "fuzzy, furry and cheesy" is not accurate. Nesmith insists that the Monkees are more than just a pretty face act. "We have a lot of depth and we're not afraid to show it," he says.

THE PACK GEAR SHOPPE

Big Opening
Monday April 22
at prices LOWER THAN EVER
Great Gear for Girls and Guys
Come and see the money itself
Don't miss our grand opening

240 SWANSTON ST.
CITY PHONE 32 3227

THE CREAM TO TOUR WITH DUSTY SPRINGFIELD TO USA.

The Cream, a new British group, is planning to tour the United States with Dusty Springfield. The Cream, who are known for their soulful sound, are excited about the opportunity to perform in America. "We've always wanted to go to America," says frontman Peter Cetera. "It's the ultimate goal for any band." The tour will take place in the summer, and the Cream are planning to release a new album in the fall.

PERFECTION

There are a few things that are considered perfect in life. Perfect love, perfect health, perfect happiness. But what about perfect music? That's what The Cream is all about. "Our goal is to create perfect music," says guitarist Ronn淇. "We want to make music that is just right, not too hot, not too cold, just perfect.

DAVID MONTGOMERY TO LEAVE DOUG PARKSON IN FOCUS

Doug Parkson, one of the country's top television producers, has announced that he will be leaving the business to focus on his family. Parkson, who is known for his work on such shows as "The Brady Bunch" and "The Partridge Family," says that he has decided to step away from the industry to spend more time with his children. "I've had a great career," he says. "But now it's time to spend more time with my family.

PETE SEEGER FOR MELBOURNE

Folk singer Pete Seeger is coming to Melbourne! Known for his powerful voice and music, Seeger will be performing at the State Theatre on April 23. "I'm really looking forward to playing in Melbourne," says Seeger. "It's a great city with a great audience. I'm sure we'll have a fantastic show." Seeger's performance will be part of his world tour, which includes stops in Europe, Asia and the United States.

TOWN CRIERS HIT TOP OF VICTORIAN CHARTS!

The Town Criers, one of Melbourne's most popular bands, have topped the charts with their new single, "I Want to Be a Farmer." The group, who are known for their unique sound and catchy tunes, are thrilled with the success of the song. "We're so happy to be at number one," says lead singer Pat Sheils. "It's been a long time coming and we couldn't be more excited."

FORMAL WEAR hire

PAISLEY JACKETS
for all turns

LILY GOES TO SCHOOL

FORMAL WEAR
**Australian Recording Industry**

Technical facilities have improved dramatically in Australia over the last 12 months. Some artists are much better on stage than ever before, and others even better. The current. Your record can make a difference. 

The main thing is to make sure your record sounds good. The main reason for this is that people will want to listen to it again. 

**PETER DOYLE**

*It's at!*

L.B.1.

Has indicated that he consideration that his personal views as the country's best interests. He has made it clear that he will leave politics. It is too early to say what will happen in the next election or how the government will change. 

**People**

A wealthy man, who lives in a comfortable house, has indicated that he will leave politics. It is too early to say what will happen in the next election or how the government will change. 

**Food**

A subject not to be trifled with. More people are being encouraged to eat more vegetables and fish because they are good for your health. 

**KOSAK KAPS are KOLOSSAL KIDS!**

**NEW HEAD GEAR - NEW, NEW TO AUSTRALIA**

Don't miss out on the latest craze: Kosak Kaps with any gear and looks real wild. In black or white lambs fur $3.95 each. Small and large. 

Available at all leading stores. 

**FAN CLUBS**

- **THE IGUANA** - Graeme Jones, Cleo Littlewood, Gary Sugarman, Gary Littlewood and Peter Kendall. 

**Graham on Peter**

Very excited about the new Peter. It's the first time that Peter has been in Australia. 

**CLEVE ON GARRY**

No. 6, 24th April, 1968. 

**KIRA GUITARS AND BASSES**

MONOROLE STRINGS 

**ORGANIST WANTED**

**PETER ON GRAHAM**

Graham is a sensitive but highly person. He has his own way of doing things, but not one often sees him. He is an excellent record producer and he is good at his job. He likes to work on his records, and often thinks of new ways of doing things. 

**BIG GARY ON LITTLE GARY**

Gary is a fantastic. He is clean, straight, moderate, and he's got a lot to say. 

**PETER ON GRAHAM**

Graham is a sensitive but highly person. He has his own way of doing things, but not one often sees him. He is an excellent record producer and he is good at his job. He likes to work on his records, and often thinks of new ways of doing things. 

**THE IGUANA** - Graeme Jones, Cleo Littlewood, Gary Sugarman, Gary Littlewood and Peter Kendall.
HIDE AND SEEK ( Somebody's image) E.M.I.

Somebody's Image have come up with a winner, and sure enough with this record, they have won the original Australian chart topping spot. Their hit single, "Hide and Seek" by Doug Van Wyk and Larry Van Wyk has been released for the first time in Australia, and what they have managed to do is show that they can play their own music very well. The song is a classic, very good and very commercial. The band has been produced by David Mackay. It will be a hit for sure!

JUMBO
(The Bus Goos) Spin

Another new group in the pop scene, this group is really making a name for themselves. They have a lot of good songs and a great sound. Their music is very catchy, very simple, and it seems to be catching on with the public. The group has been produced by John Mackay. It should be a hit too!

RECORD REVIEW
with LILY BRETT

IN NEED OF A FRIEND (The Cowells)

This new group has a lot of potential. They have a lot of talent and they are really working hard to make it big. Their music is very catchy and it seems to be catching on with the public. The group has been produced by John Mackay. It should be a hit too!

QUALITY RIGHT SO (Procot Hallum)

Festival

From some strange origins, this group has managed to make it big. They have a lot of talent and they are really working hard to make it big. Their music is very catchy and it seems to be catching on with the public. The group has been produced by John Mackay. It should be a hit too!

6 UP FROM THE SKIES (Jim Hennessy Experience) Polydor International

This new group has a lot of potential. They have a lot of talent and they are really working hard to make it big. Their music is very catchy and it seems to be catching on with the public. The group has been produced by John Mackay. It should be a hit too!

SHERRY DON'T GO (The Lettermen) Capitol

Lightweight pop group from the States. They have a lot of talent and they are really working hard to make it big. Their music is very catchy and it seems to be catching on with the public. The group has been produced by John Mackay. It should be a hit too!

THE EXECUTIVES (Festival)
Pticicnic has just released an excellent series of twelve numbers from this very smooth and polished pop group. They have an exciting new sound, which will be a hit. The group has been produced by John Mackay. It should be a hit too!

FRAGMENTS The Five Americans (Festival)

This new group has a lot of potential. They have a lot of talent and they are really working hard to make it big. Their music is very catchy and it seems to be catching on with the public. The group has been produced by John Mackay. It should be a hit too!

FOTO FLOWER

AVAILABLE AT YOUR FAV. STORES - CHEMISTS AND NEWSAGENTS. ALSO MYERS, BALL & WALSH AND CHAS. MOODIE

SUPPORT YOUR FAV. POPS WITH FLOWER POWER

They are great kids - see the gas selection of pop groups and pop store wear one and be in it now - it's the greatest grove. If unobtainable write to

GO-SET, 2 Charnwood Cres., St. Kilda
SOMEBODY'S IMAGE HAVE MADE A FILM TO PROMOTE THEIR NEW SINGLE "HIDE AND SEEK" "LIVING IN STYLE." FOR SEVERAL DAYS THEY LIVED VERY DANGEROUSLY, IN ALLEYWAYS AND ON MOTOR BIKES, CHASING EACH OTHER IT WAS ALL VERY SPINE-CHILLING. ON THE WAY THEY COLLECTED A WHOLE HOST OF NEW FRIENDS!! (COVE RIGHT) AROUND MELBOURNE.

A ROUGH SLUM SETTING IS QUICKLY ESTABLISHED, WITH A TRIO FROM THE OUTSIDE OF TOWN.

SOME OF THE EXTRAS TOOK IT VERY SERIOUSLY.

FROM THE SLUMS, IT'S TO THE OPEN SPACES ON CYCLES CHASING THE HIDDEN MEMBERS OF THE GROUP.

SOMEBODY'S IMAGE, USUALLY CLEAN AND PRETTY, WERE MESSING UP FOR THEIR PART. RUSSEL WORKED WELL ON THE GIANT HOPSCOTCH OUTSIDE THEIR "SLUM HOUSE" IN CARLTON, MELBOURNE.

YES, IT DOES LOOK BETTER ON ONE LEG. GOOD ACTING FROM TWO BIKE BOYS PICKED UP FOR THE FILM.

ALL GOOD THINGS COME TO AN END. DON'T WORRY RUSSEL, DIDN'T REALLY GET KILLED. IT WAS ONLY FOR THE MOVIE. EVEN THOUGH SOMEONE DID PANIC AND CALL THE AMBULANCE!
BABY AND BATTERSEA
HERO TIME

Baby in bathing suit being chased and captured by these villainous Original Battersea Heroes. It's terrifying stuff. All night, baby in his swimming trunks, followed by men with large cameras looking out at a bowl of coffee, sink and stove on the hips. Just $1.25 Also in cream, mustard and blue.

Below left, a witty, frisky, frivolous, soft, calla lily waistcoat in either black or brown for $1.35. And above right, the cunning, graceful, feminine, token, whimsy, gives you a glimpse of how it looks. You can buy it at the store.

At $1.25, on sensation, classic, and ingenious packed in black, brown, cream or grey. At $1.25.

Now Baby, there's a catch to the fun. All this Heroes gear and Baby's material are exclusively designed for GASSWORKS, of Bentleigh Junction and North Sydney.

A TASTE OF HONEY

Uncle Ian's
MAD MERCHANDISING BARGAINS
Direct from the TVR Hills Market

Raggam-Bats

Straight out the Twenty
Only $1.25 - Style A, B, C or D

Lady Madonna Bow's
A, B or C only $2.25

Ears Pierced
Guys and Girls

Sewell & McDonald
Of Raggam-Bats
MELBOURNE

Looking for that odd, one of a kind, something different? Then Baby, you've come to the right place! Uncle Ian's has just what you're looking for! The only place in town to find these unique, one-of-a-kind items! Only $1.25.

FINGERNAIL COMPETITION

Young Modern Boys' and Girls' Hairdresser

WANT TO BE A MODEL?

The John Robinson Organisation
Has a Full Range of Electric Organs
$140 Plus
Every Make of Amplifier

John Nice Music Centre

Sounds Around

A WEEKLY GUIDE TO BUYING DISCS AND MUSIC-MAKING GEAR.

The Disk Shop
277 Bourke St, Melbourne 3000

KLIKA GUITARS AND BASSES
MOROPLO STRINGS

LOOK OUT! ON SHOPPING SPREE! IGUANA NEXT WEEK

Fingers

Just the thing you've been looking for! The latest in music gear. The latest in fashion. From Brian Ferrari, 667 North Road, Armadale.
PICADILLY TWILIGHTS
YES! TWILIGHTS BACK ON THE SCENE
with LARRY'S REBELS
GRANTLEY DEE
HURRICANES
COMPACT
RINGWOOD TOWN HALL

SWINGER PRESENTS
THE RETURN OF RONNIE BURNS!

BOBBY JAMES SYNDICATE
ROMBOS WORLD
NATURES OWN
SOUNDS OF SILENCE

POP HOUSE
SEE IT HAPPEN FOR THE FIRST TIME
THIS SATURDAY
FEATURING
RONNIE BURNS
LARRY'S REBELS
THE SYNDICATE
PLUS
THE POP GIRLS AND LOTS MORE

ALL SAINTS HALL
GREENSBOROUGH

POSTERS
This is just to tell all those faithful souls who sent in for Go-Set psychedelic posters, that they are ON THE WAY. We very sincerely regret the hold-up in printing extra posters, but we assure you that all orders will be soon fulfilled. If you don't get your goodies, give Eril a ring on 940493. O.K.

Thanks for your patience.

JOIN THE IMPULSE PEOPLE
THURSDAY NIGHT
MIXTURES
GROOVE
GEORGE REGENCY GROUP
IDRIS JONES
PETER GILL

IMPULSE!
THURSDAY NIGHT
53 EXHIBITION ST. CITY

OPEN TUES. TO SAT. FROM 8.30
THUMPIN' TUM DISCO THEQUE
50 LITTLE LATHROSE ST.
MELBOURNE
THE MOST EXCITING PLACE ON EARTH THEY SAID

WASMYFACE RED!
NON-EMBARRASSING THERE
MINDS: THAT IS THE MOST V.I.P. ENTRANCE EVER TO BE SEEN AT THE TAP - AND NOT A SPEAK
SWING TO OFFER SUCH
WHOSE HANDSHAPED THEM
THROUGH THE PLUG SHOW
AT THE TAP DURING TUESDAY NIGHT. THEY HAD
COME DOWN TO JOIN THE
NEW CALENDAR OF THE SIMON
SET AND ROB SHOULDERERS
WITH ALL THE OTHER
PEOPLE OF POP. THEY WERE A LONG WAY
FROM HOME IN THE
TACKY PRETENSIONS TO
THE TAP THEY DON'T EVEN
WANT TO ASSOCIATE WITH.
SOMETHING WE SHOULD TAKE
RESERVATIONS. WE MUST TO
DO SOMETHING MORE AND
MORE PEOPLE AND COMING
EVERY WEEK. WE THINK
THE DAY HAS COME WHEN
PEOPLE WANT MORE THAN
JUST A SHINDY. SOMETHING
WE COME A BIT OR A BORE
THAT'S WHY WE ARE THE TAP.
AND THIS IS ALL WE CAN
DO. THE NEW EXTENSION
TO BE COMPLETED THE DAY.
THE TAP IN S. DUNEDIN
ALL KIDS AND EVEN
MAKING BIGGER VARIETY
HATS, BIGGER LIGHTING.
FLIIS, FASHION FRIENDS
AND MANY FANCY DRESS.
THE TOPS IN 3 SOUND
FROM ROB SHOULDERERS TO
LATIN AMERICAN HORSE
CONTRABAND, ANYTHING CAN HAPPEN AT
THE TAP AND SPREAD THE
APOLOGY.

LORENZA DISCO
featuring top line band
THE YOUNG SUN GROUP
SOUL EXPERIENCE
LIL AND LIZA
Promoted and organised by Beatle.
FRIDAY 8 p.m.
DAMON HALL
**The House**

- **Saturday**: Ronnie Burns, the Syndicate, Larry's Rebels

**Know Where**

**Tuesday**:
- 88 Days To Go
- Bimbimbimbo, Michelle Biondi
- The Ferals, The Outsiders
- The Wiganers, The Nightingales

**Saturday**:
- Albert's Palace
- Broadway Town Hall
- Aden Theatre, Doncaster
- Colonial Hotel, Sandringham
- The Catcher, The Outsiders
- Tony's, East Melbourne
- The Wiganers, The Nightingales

**Wednesday**:
- Frank Travers and the Menace
- Pink Chrome, Chris Jones
- The Wiganers, The Nightingales
- Tante Tante, Bimbimbimbo

**Thursday**:
- Catcher, The Ferals, The Wiganers
- Pink Chrome, Chris Jones
- The Wiganers, The Nightingales

**Friday**:
- Catcher, The Ferals, The Wiganers
- Pink Chrome, Chris Jones
- The Wiganers, The Nightingales

**Sunday**:
- Frank Travers and the Menace
- Pink Chrome, Chris Jones
- The Wiganers, The Nightingales

**Catcher**

- Max Merritt & the Meteors
- Groove Campact
- Larry's Rebels

**Mindbender**

- Andy James Asylum
- Dymond
- St. George's Hall, Malvern

**Fly to Trend**

- This Saturday
- Max Merritt & the Meteors
- Groove Campact
- Larry's Rebels

- Saturday
- Max Merritt & the Meteors
- Groove Campact
- Larry's Rebels

**Lovers Dream Chelsea Set**

- Chelsea Set, Films

- Max Merritt & the Meteors
- Groove Campact
- Larry's Rebels

**Anzac Night**

- Max Merritt & the Meteors
- Groove Campact
- Larry's Rebels

**Chelsea Set**

- Chelsea Set, Films

**Chelsea Set**

- Chelsea Set, Films

**Chelsea Set**

- Chelsea Set, Films

**Lovers Dream Chelsea Set**

- Chelsea Set, Films

**Anzac Night**

- Max Merritt & the Meteors
- Groove Campact
- Larry's Rebels

**Chelsea Set**

- Chelsea Set, Films

**Lovers Dream Chelsea Set**

- Chelsea Set, Films

**Anzac Night**

- Max Merritt & the Meteors
- Groove Campact
- Larry's Rebels

**Chelsea Set**

- Chelsea Set, Films
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